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Abstract. Recognizable sets of nonnegative integers which can be represented in suitable bases 
by star-free languages are considered. 
Introduction 
The relationships between umbers and automata date from the origins of the 
theory of computability, i.e., from Turing machines and recursive function theory. 
Later the study of different families of computing devices was often related to their 
ability to 'recognize' sets of numbers. In particular, in the theory of finite automata, 
many papers were devoted to the study of so-called recognizable sets of integers 
(see, for instance, [5]). In this framework the problem of the representation of
nonnegative integers plays an important role. 
Given an integer k > 1, a set I of nonnegative integers is k-recognizable if there 
exists a recognizable anguage over the alphabet Ak = {0, 1, . . . ,  k - 1} whose words 
represent the elements of I in base k. It must be remembered that a k-recognizable 
set is not, in general, k'-recognizable for k '~ k: in other words, the recognizability 
of a set of integers trongly depends on its representation. A fundamental result of 
Cobham [1] characterizes the sets of nonnegative integers which are k-recognizable 
for all k > 1. 
In this paper we consider the general problem of obtaining a 'simpler' ecognizabil- 
ity of a given set of nonnegative integers by changing the representation. By 'simpler' 
we here mean that, given a k-recognizable s t, the language obtained by changing 
the representation is contained in a proper subclass of recognizable anguages as, 
for instance, aperiodic (or 'noncounting regular sets', of. [9]). The aperiodic recogniz- 
able languages have, as a consequence of a theorem of Schiitzenberger [12], a 
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star-height (unrestricted) equal to 0 (star-free languages): in other words, they can 
be generated from the finite sets by using only a finite number of Boolean operations 
and products (without star-operations). Thus, with regard to the star-operation, the 
set of words representing I in the new base looks more simple than the original one. 
We ask the following question: Given a set I o f  nonnegative integers recognizable 
in base tg is it always possible to obtain an aperiodic recognizable language by 
representing I over another base? The answer is negative as can be shown by easy 
counterexamples ( ee Section 1). However, a positive answer can be given in some 
particular cases. This leads to the following definition: a set I of nonnegative integers 
is a recognizable k-aperiodic set if there exists an aperiodic recognizable language 
L___ A* which represents I in base k: Our main results are the following (cf. Theorems 
1.4 and 1.5): 
(a) If a set I of nonnegative integers is recognizable (i.e., it is k-recognizable for 
all k> 1), then I is also a recognizable h-aperiodic set for some h. 
(b) If I is a k-recognizable set of nonnegative integers such that the density 
function of I (or of its complement r = ~J\l) is upperlimited for all n i> 1 by 
Cl(1Og n) c2, 
where c~ and c2 are suitable positive constants, then I is a recognizable h-aperiodic 
set for some h. 
Further, we show that there exist sets of integers which are recognizable k- 
aperiodic sets and not included in the cases (a) and (b). 
In conclusion some open problems and related ideas are briefly discussed. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let N denote the set of nonnegative integers. For any integer k > 1, we consider 
the alphabet Ak = {0, 1 , . . . ,  k -  1} and the free monoid A* whose neutral element 
(or empty word) is denoted by A. The elements of Ak, or letters, are also called 
digits at base k. For any word weA* ,  [w I denotes the length of w. The length of A 
is, conventionally, equal to 0. 
The standard interpretation of the digit i E Ak ( i = 0 , . . . ,  k - 1) in the k-ary system 
is the integer [i lk = i e N. Moreover, if w = wl w2 . . . w~, wi ~ Ak, 1 <~ i <~ n, then the 
standard interpretation of w is the integer [w]k defined as (cf. [5]) 
n 
[W]k = ~ [Wi]kk "-i. 
i=1  
One assumes that [A]k =0. For all u, v • Ak*, one has 
[ uv]k = [u]kk I°l+ [v]k. 
If k = 1, i.e., A~ = {a}, then the standard interpretation of a word w ~ A* is simply 
given by its length [w[. For any t e N, the set of all the words over Ak whose standard 
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interpretation is t contains a unique element (t)k of minimal length called the 
expansion of t in base k. 
If L_  A* is a language over the alphabet Ak, let [L]k denote the subset of 
defined as: 
[L]k = {[w]k L}. 
If I is a subset of N, we say that Lc_ A* represents I in base k if [L]k = L We say 
that I _c N is k-recognizable if there exists a recognizable language L ~ A* which 
represents I in base k. We say that I is recognizable if it is k-recognizable for all 
positive integers k; in other words, I is recognizable whatever the base is. 
Two positive integers h and k are multiplicatively independent if there do not exist 
positive integers p and q such that h p = k q. A basic theorem of Cobham [1] shows 
that a set I of nonnegative integers is recognizable if and only if there exist two positive 
integers h and k multiplicatively independent such that I is h- and k-recognizable. 
Let A be a finite alphabet. A language L___ A* is aperiodic if there exists a positive 
integer k such that, for all n >-- k, fe  A*, u, v ~ A*, one has 
uf"v ~ L if and only if uf"+lv ~ L 
A very deep result of Schiitzenberger [12] has shown that a recognizable language 
over A is aperiodic if and only if it is star-free, i.e., it can be expressed in terms of 
finite subsets of A* by using only a finite number of Boolean operations and products. 
The problem we now consider is the following: given a k-recognizable set I of 
nonnegative integers, do there exist a base h and an aperiodic (recognizable) 
language L over the alphabet Ah such that [L]h = I?  Let us illustrate the question 
by the following example. 
Example 1.1. Let I = {22" [n i> 0}. I is 2-recognizable: I = [L]2 with L = 1(00)*. L is 
not aperiodic. In base 3, I is not recognizable. In base 4, a recognizable language 
representing I is 
10" = {1}(~({1} u {2}w {3})~) 
which is a star-free and thus, aperiodic language. 
However, the following example gives a negative answer to the preceding eneral 
problem. 
Example 1.2. Let A={0,1}, L the language L={weA* l lw l l~Omod2} (}wll 
denotes the number of l's in the words w) and I = [L]2. As one easily verifies the 
set I is 2-recognizable (by a finite automaton with two states only) and thus 
2k-recognizable for all positive k (cf. [5]). Moreover, since I is not 1-recognizable 
(in fact, the set I is not ultimately periodic), by using Cobham's theorem, it follows 
that the integers 2 k, k I--0, are the only bases over which I is recognizable. Now, 
for each k ~> 1 and for all n ~ N, one has that 
(10k-1)2"eL and (10k-1)2"+l~L. 
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For any fixed k i> 1 let us denote by L' a language over the alphabet A2k such that 
[L']2 k =/ .  I f  o. is the digit which represents [10k-~]2 in base 2 k, one has that 
o .2" ~ L' and o.2a+I ~L', 
so that L' is not aperiodic. Hence, the set I can never be represented by an aperiodic 
recognizable language whatever the base is. 
Although the answer to the general problem is negative, there exist, however, as 
shown by Theorems 1.4 and 1.5, some classes of recognizable sets of integers for 
which the answer is positive. Let us then give the following definition. 
Definition 1.3. A set I of nonnegative integers is a recognizable k-aperiodic (or a 
k-star-free) set if there exists a recognizable aperiodic language L~ A* which 
represents I in base k. 
Theorem 1.4. I f  a subset I of [~ is recognizable, then there exists a base h >I 1 and a 
generalized efinite language L ~ A* which represents I in base h. 
Proof. If a set I of nonnegative integers is recognizable, then I is of the kind 
I = B w (C + p*), where B and C are finite subsets of N, p e N, and p* = 0 w p w 2p w 
• • • (of. [5]). If  p = 0, then the result is trivial since I is a finite set. If p = 1, then 
p*= N so that I is the union of a finite set and of the set of all the integers greater 
than or equal to a fixed nonnegative integer. In this case, one can take h = 1, i.e., 
A~ ={a} and find an L__. a* such that [L]~ = I by assuming L= Fw a*a q, where F 
is a finite subset of a* and q is a suitable element of N. L is clearly a (generalized) 
definite language over A~ (of. [9]). If p > 1, let us set: 
and 
A=Ap={O, 1 , . . . ,p -1} ,  no=max{n[n~BuC},  
Inol = I<no>,l, r=  {n II n < pl ol+ }, 
R = { r e A[ [ r]p = resp (c), for some c e C}, 
where reSp(C) denotes the residual of c modulus p. 
We can then consider the language L= Fu  (AkO)A*E, where E = AI"oIR and F 
is a finite subset of A* such that [F]p = I'. L is a generalized efinite language over 
A such that [ L]p = I. This is a consequence of the fact that, for n ~ N and c E C, one 
has n =- c(mod p) and n ~>pl~ol+~ if and only if (n)p ~ (A\O)A*E. [] 
As we have recalled in the proof of Theorem 1.4, a set of nonnegative integers 
is recognizable if and only if it is ultimately periodic. Moreover, since a generalized 
definite language is star-free, one has from the preceding result that an ultimately 
periodic set of integers is k-star-free for a suitable integer/~ 
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Let I _c N be a set of nonnegative integers. The density ~r~, or simply zr, of the set 
I is the map 1rx:N-* N defined as 
I r1 (n )=card( Ic~{0,1 , . . . ,n -1}) ,  fora l ln>~l .  
Theorem 1.5. Let I be a set of nonnegative integers uch that the density function of 
I (respectively the density function of I) is upper-limited according to the relation 
¢rl(n) <~ el(log n) ~2 foral ln >>- 1, 
(respectively ~rr( n ) <~ el(lOg n)%), where Cl and c2 are suitable positive constants. Then, 
if I is k-recognizable, then I is also h-star-free for a suitable h. 
The proof of Theorem 1.5 is postponed to Section 3. It is based on some 
propositions and lemmas concerning bounded languages that we shall give in the 
next section. 
A finitely generated (f.g.) submonoid of A* is a language L of the form L = X*, 
with X = {x~, x2 , . . . ,  x,} a finite subset of A*. If the elements of X have the same 
length, Ix~[ = Ix2[ . . . . .  Ix, I, we say that L is uniform. The following result shows 
that the sets of nonnegative integers which are represented in base k by finitely 
generated uniform submonoids, are h-aperiodic for a suitable h. 
Theorem 1.6. Let I be a subset of N, k > 1 a base, and L a uniform f.g. submonoid of 
A* which represents I in base k. Then there exists a base h > 1 and a f.g. strictly locally 
testable submonoid L' of A* which represents I in base h. 
Proof. Let L= X*_c A*, where X ={x~, . . . ,  x,} and ]Xll = ' "= ]x,[ = d. We take 
h=k d and define Y={y l , . . . , y ,}cAh,  where Yi=[Xi]k, l<<-i<~n. Then the 
language L'= Y*  is clearly a strictly locally testable language of A* (cf. [3, 9]). 
Moreover, for any word w = xi l . . ,  xi, e L, one has 
r 
[W]k = ~, [Xi,]kk d(r-s) = [Yi,... Yi,]h 
so that [L']h ---- [ L ]k - "  I. [] 
It is worthwhile observing that a strictly locally testable language is aperiodic (cf. 
[9]). Moreover, a set of nonnegative integers satisfying the condition of Theorem 
1.6 is not, in general, ultimately periodic and its density function does not, in general, 
satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.5 (cf. Sections 2 and 3 and [8]). 
2. Bounded recognizable languages 
We recall that a language L__ A* is called bounded if 
Lc_ **  ~l V2 • - - Vp  ~ 
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for suitable words v~, v2, . . . ,  v, e A*. In the following, a bounded language L over 
the alphabet A will be called standard if there exist a positive integer h and words 
wi ( i= 1, . . . ,  h), u, ( i= 1 , . . . ,  h+l )  such that 
L= u I w*u2w* . . . UhW*Uh+1. 
We say that each w in L is a loop of L of length [w[. The standard language L will 
be called elementary if all loops of L have length 1, i.e., if they are letters. 
For any language L_  A* the population function 8z is the map 8~:N--> N defined 
as 
8L(n) = card(Lc~ At°'nl), for n I> 0, 
H 
where A t°'"l = I,_.liffi o A i. 
In the following we shall consider two characterizations of bounded recognizable 
languages. The first, due to Maurer and Nivat [8] (cf. [7]), allows us to characterize 
bounded recognizable anguages in terms of their population function (of. Proposi- 
tion 2.1). The second is a well-known proposition which is a straightforward 
consequence of a theorem on bounded recognizable anguages given by Ginsburg 
and Spanier [6, cf. Theorem 1.1]. It will allow us to characterize bounded recogniz- 
able languages as finite unions of standard languages (cf. Proposition 2.2). 
Proposition 2.1 (Maurer and Nivat). Let L be a recognizable language. L is bounded 
if and only if the population function 6L is polynomially bounded. 
Proposition 2.2. A language L over A is a recognizable bounded language if and only 
if L is a finite union of standard languages. 
The following proposition is a straightforward consequence of the theorem of 
Schiitzenberger on star-free languages. 
Proposition 2.3. Let L be an elementary standard language. Then L is aperiodic. 
Proof. Let L= ula*u2a*... Upa*Up+~ be an elementary standard language. The 
languages {ui}, 1 ~ i ~<p + 1, are obviously star-free. Moreover, for each letter a e A, 
the language 
a*= A*\A*(A\{a})A*=~\~(A\{a})~ 
is star-free. Thus, since the family of star-free languages i  dosed under product, 
L is star-free and thus aperiodic by the theorem of Schiitzenberger. [] 
Remark 2.4. We explicitly note that a bounded recognizable anguage is, in general, 
not aperiodic. For instance, on the alphabet A = {a, b} the recognizable anguage 
L= (a2)*b is bounded but not aperiodic. Vice versa, an aperiodic language need 
not be bounded. For instance, the languages {a, b}* and {ab, ba}* are aperiodic but 
not bounded (ef. [11]). 
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Let us now observe that it trivially holds that if L is a standard language, then 
one can always re-express L as a standard language whose loops have length i> 1. 
The following technical emma will be used in the sequel. 
Lemma 2.5. Let L be a standard language over A whose loops have lengths >0. L 
can always be expressed as a finite union of standard languages whose loops all have 
the same length which can be any fixed multiple of the lengths of the loops of L. 
Proof. Let L be a standard language over A, i.e., 
L= u ,  w*u2w*  . . . upw*up+, ,  
with Iw, I ~> 1 (i = 1 , . . . ,  p). Let d = lcm(lwd,..., Iwpl), r a positive integer, and pi = 
rd/Iw, I (i= 1,... ,p). One can express w* ( i=  1 , . . .  ,p)  as 
w*= U 
O~<j<p~ 
If one replaces all loops in L by the preceding expressions, then one obtains that 
L can be written as a finite union of standard languages whose loops all have the 
same length, equal to 
Iwf'l =p, lw, I -  rd (i = 1, . . . ,  p). [] 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.5 
The proof of Theorem 1.5 is obtained in the following way. By using the charac- 
terization of bounded recognizable languages given by Maurer and Nivat (of. 
Proposition 2.1) we shall show that if a k-recognizable set I of nonnegative integers 
is such that its density function is upperlimited for all n >t 1 by c~(log n) ~, then the 
language of the expansions of I in base k is a bounded (recognizable) language 
(cf. Lemma 3.1). Moreover, we shall prove (cf. Proposition 3.3) that if I ~ N is a 
k-recognizable set of integers, k> 1, and L is a bounded recognizable language 
over Ak which represents I in base k, then I is h-star-free for a suitable h. 
Lemma 3.1. I f  I c_ N is a k-recognizable s t and L ~_ A*\OA* represents I in base lq 
then L is bounded if and only if 
¢ri(n) ~< cl(log n)q, 
for all n = k m, m >~ O, where cl and c2 are suitable positive constants. 
Proof. Let us first suppose that Irx(n)<~cl(log n) ~ for all n=k" ,  m~O. I f  
L c_ A*\OA*k represents I in base k, i.e., [L]k = I, then one obviously has 
8z(n)=cr~(kn), for all n ~>0, 
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so that 
8L(n) <~ cl(n log k)~2<~ cn d, 
where d is a suitable positive integer and c a suitable positive constant. Thus, 8L 
is polynomially bounded. From Proposition 2.1 it follows that L is a bounded 
recognizable set of Ak*. 
Conversely, let us suppose that L c_ A*\OA* is a bounded recognizable set over 
Ak which represents I in base k. From Proposition 2.1 one has that 
8L(n)<~p(n), foral ln>~0, 
where p is a suitable polynomial. Since p(n)<~ cn d, where c is a suitable positive 
constant and d is the degree of p, one has 
~1( k n) = 8L( n ) <~ p( n ) <<- en d, 
which concludes the proof. [] 
To the proof of Proposition 3.3 we premise the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. Let L c A*\OA* be a finite union of standard languages Lm, m ~ M, and 
r a positive integer. If  the loops in all Lm, m E M, have the same length d > 0 which 
does not depend on m, then there exists a language L' over the alphabet Ah, h = k rd, 
which is a finite union of elementary standard languages and is such that [ L']h = [L]k. 
Proof. Let us consider a language L c_ A*\OA* over the alphabet Ak which is a 
finite union of standard languages. If L~ is one of these, one can express it as 
* * 
L1 = ul wl  u2w2 • • 
where, by hypothesis, [wi] = d (i = 1 , . . . ,  p). Let r be a positive integer. By Lemma 
2.5, L1 can always be re-expressed as a finite union of standard languages over Ak 
whose loops have lengths I w'[ = rd. Hence, one can limit oneself to considering only 
the case r = 1. 
Since w*= {A} ~ w +, one has, by making this substitution in each loop of L1, 
that L1 = F u L2, where F is a finite language and L2 is a finite union of languages 
like 
Ls + + + = Vl~" 1 V2~'2 . . .  Vq~ q ~)q+l 
with q<~p, vj~A*, l<~j~<q+l ,  and ~k=Wik, l<~k<~q, where i~<i2<. . .<iq  is a 
suitable subsequence of 1, 2 , . . . ,  p. Let f~  L3. We can write 
n n nq f=  vl~l'v2~'2 2- - .  Vq~q Vq+l,  
with n i  > 0 ( i  ---- 1,  . . . , q )  and [~'d = ]~'2] . . . .  = I~q] = d. We now factorizef in consecu- 
tive factors of length d from right to left. One easily verifies that f can be rewritten 
as 
p nl 1 t 1 f=  b~(~',) - b2(~:) '~- . . .  ' "-~ ba(~" q) . bq+l, 
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where bteA*, ]bll<~d and bie(A~)*, 2<~i<~q+l, and, for each i, 16i<_q, ~ is a 
suitable conjugate word of ~i (i.e., ~'i = A#~ and ~'[ =/z~Ai, A~, tz~ ~ A*). It is worthwhile 
observing that ~'[ (i= l , . . . ,  q) and b~ (i= l , . . . ,  q+ l) do not depend on the 
exponents ni ( i -1 , . . . ,q )  but only on the words ~'i ( i= l , . . . ,q )  and vi (i= 
1, . . . ,  q + 1). Hence, one can re-express L3 as 
L3 ba(~'~)*b2(~)* ' *  = . . .  bq(srq) bq+,. 
Since 0~ < [~'~]k < k a (i = 1 , . . . ,  q) if B denotes an alphabet of cardinality h = k d, 
one has that: 
[L3]k * * =[f l la l f l2a2  . . * • 
where a~e B, [ai]h =[~:]k ( i= 1 , . . . ,  q) and /3j6 B* ( j=  1 , . . . ,  q+l ) .  Thus, there 
exists a language L' over B which is the union of elementary standard languages 
over B and is such that [L']h = [L]k. [] 
Proposition 3.3. Let k > 1 and L a bounded recognizable anguage over Ak. Then there 
exist a base h > 1 and an aperiodic language L' over Ah such that [L']h = [L]k. 
Proof. We can always suppose that L ~_ A*\OA*. In fact, if L is a bounded recogniz- 
able language over Ak, then so will be the language of the expansions of the elements 
of [L~] in base k. From Proposition 2.2, L can be expressed as a finite union 
L=I JLm 
rn~M 
of standard languages Lm, m ~ M, whose loops have a length greater than 0. For 
each m ~ M we denote by dm the least common multiple of the lengths of the loops 
in Lm. From Lemma 2.5 each language Lm can be expressed as a finite union of 
standard languages whose loops have the same length rind,,, where rm is an arbitrary 
positive integer. Let us set d =lcm(dm ] m ~ M) and take, for any m, rm = d/dm. By 
making use of Lemma 3.2, there exist a unique base h = k a and a language L"  _ A* 
which is a union of elementary standard languages and is such that [L'm]h = [Lm]k, 
m ~ M. Setting 
L'= U 
meM 
one has [ L']h "- [L]k.  
From Proposition 2.3, for each m ~ M, L" is an aperiodic recognizable language 
over Ah. Thus, since the class of aperiodic recognizable languages i  closed under 
finite unions, it follows that L' is by itself aperiodic over Ah. [] 
We are now in the position to prove Theorem 1.5. 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let us first suppose that I is a set of nonnegative integers 
whose density function ¢rl is such that 
¢rz(n) ~ cl(log n) ~, for all n > O, 
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where cl and c2 are two suitable positive constants. If I is k-recognizable, then, 
from Lemma 3.1, the language L of the expansions of the elements of I in base k 
is a bounded recognizable anguage. From Proposition 3.3 the result follows. 
Let us then suppose that ~rr(n)~< cl(log n)~, for all n > 0, where I=  N\L If I is 
k-recognizable, then so will f be. Thus, by the preceding result, one has that there 
exist a base h and an aperiodic recognizable language L'c_ A*\OA* such that 
[ L']h = i( Since the class of aperiodic recognizable anguages i closed under Boolean 
operations, one has that (A*\OA*)\L' is still aperiodl"c and such that [f"]h =/, which 
concludes our proof. [] 
5. Open problems and related ideas 
In the previous sections we have seen that a set I of nonnegative integers is 
k-star-free for a suitable k > 1 if I is ultimately periodic (cf. Theorem 1.4) or if its 
density function ~ri is such that oh(n) ~ c~(log n) ~ or ~'1(n) t> n - cl(log n) c2, for all 
positive integers n (this implies that the density of I is quite 'small' or quite 'high') 
(cf. Theorem 1.5). Hence, a first problem that naturally arises is the following. 
Problem 5.1. Is it possible to give a characterization f k-star-free sets of integers? 
Other problems related to the general problem (cf. Introduction) of obtaining a
'simpler' recognizability of a given set of integers by changing the representation, 
are the following. 
Problem 5.2. Given a k-recognizable s t I of nonnegative integers, find an 'optimal 
base' for/, i.e., a base h such that the language representing I in base h is recognized 
by a finite automaton having a minimal number of states. 
Problem 5.3. Consider other varieties of languages (different from the star-free 
variety). 
Problem 5.4. Consider number systems (el. [2, 4]) and other nonstandard epresenta- 
tions (as, for instance, Fibonacci bases). 
Finally, another problem which is a natural extension of the previous ones is the 
following. 
Problem 5.5. Study the base dependence in the 'context-free' case. 
In particular, it would be interesting to know whether in this case there exists an 
analogue of Cobham's theorem. 
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